
53.85% 42

25.64% 20

1.28% 1

10.26% 8

8.97% 7

0.00% 0

Q1 What area of the Rogers Park
Community Council do you live in?

Answered: 78 Skipped: 0

Total 78

# Other (please specify) Date

 There are no responses.  
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Other (please
specify)
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1.28% 1

47.44% 37

51.28% 40

Q2 In general, has the neighborhood
become a better or worse place to live in

the past year, or is it about the same?
Answered: 78 Skipped: 0

Total 78
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Answer Choices Responses
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5.19% 4

31.17% 24

41.56% 32

22.08% 17

Q3 In general, do you think this area will be
better, worse, or about the same a year from

now, as aplace to live?
Answered: 77 Skipped: 1

Total 77

Better

Worse

Same

Not sure/don't
know
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100.00% 73

91.78% 67

71.23% 52

52.05% 38

39.73% 29

Q4 What are the top five problems that
concern you the most in your

neighborhood?  List the highest concern as
number 1 and the least concerning issue as

number 5.
Answered: 73 Skipped: 5

# #1 Date

1 Walk through petty thievery 4/29/2016 7:38 AM

2 Homeless folks on greenbelt 4/21/2016 8:50 PM

3 Crime 4/21/2016 5:23 PM

4 Increased trash and people camping in the parks 4/21/2016 8:33 AM

5 Vagrants 4/20/2016 1:51 PM

6 Homeless partying during day hours in Park 4/20/2016 1:11 PM

7 Homeless camps 4/20/2016 1:01 PM

8 All open on the North side 4/18/2016 4:07 PM

9 Speeding and noisy traffic on 36th Avenue 4/18/2016 10:21 AM

10 Junked cars in yards and driveways 4/17/2016 10:36 PM

11 Fast traffic on fireweed from highway 4/15/2016 3:56 PM

12 Rash of prowlers, break-ins, vandalism 4/13/2016 9:09 PM

13 People scoping out house/garages/cars to burgal 4/13/2016 6:13 PM

14 random vandalism on vehicles parked outside overnight 4/13/2016 3:34 PM

15 Drug dealing 4/12/2016 8:04 PM

16 cell tower 4/12/2016 1:50 PM

17 theft and damage to property 4/12/2016 1:46 PM

18 Individuals seen checking vehicles and yards 4/12/2016 1:22 PM

19 Car and home break ins 4/12/2016 10:08 AM

20 Driving too fast 4/12/2016 8:31 AM

21 Vandalism 4/12/2016 7:58 AM

22 Homeless people wandering thru 4/12/2016 7:25 AM

23 petty theft by people walking through neighborhood 4/12/2016 5:00 AM

24 theft 4/11/2016 10:10 PM

25 Theft and burglary 4/11/2016 10:08 PM

Answer Choices Responses

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5
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26 Homeless camping on corners & woods 4/11/2016 10:07 PM

27 Pretty theft 4/11/2016 9:24 PM

28 Traffic noise from N Lights-there should be a taller fence like on S Arctic Blvd. 4/11/2016 8:54 PM

29 Petty theft (sneaking into people's yards or unlocked garages...) 4/11/2016 8:50 PM

30 Break-ins 4/11/2016 8:15 PM

31 Cut through traffic 4/11/2016 6:09 PM

32 None 4/11/2016 5:27 PM

33 Homeless camps in the wooded area 4/11/2016 5:15 PM

34 Transients cutting through neighborhood 4/11/2016 4:22 PM

35 constant (daily) thefts and burglaries in the neighborhood 4/11/2016 4:01 PM

36 Homelessness 4/11/2016 3:48 PM

37 thieves / burglars 4/11/2016 3:10 PM

38 Intoxicated Homeless 4/11/2016 2:56 PM

39 Drugs being done on the bike path along Northern Lights. Heroin and Meth in the past year. Also a ton of drinking. 4/11/2016 2:10 PM

40 Non residents who appear to be homeless in the neighborhood at odd hours 4/11/2016 1:42 PM

41 Cars racing down Redwood St. 4/11/2016 1:40 PM

42 People driving too fast through the neighborhood 4/11/2016 1:29 PM

43 Speeding in an elderly walking community 4/11/2016 1:19 PM

44 Bike trail safety 4/11/2016 1:17 PM

45 car theft in driveways 4/11/2016 1:16 PM

46 Increased homeless presence and camping 4/11/2016 1:06 PM

47 break-ins especially into cars. Therefore thieves must be constantly on the prowl. 4/11/2016 1:04 PM

48 Theft 4/11/2016 12:53 PM

49 Thru traffic (cutting the Lake Otis/Northern Lights intersection) 4/11/2016 12:44 PM

50 Pathetic police response 4/11/2016 12:37 PM

51 Homeless people living in the woods between chester creek trail and Rogers park neighborhood 4/11/2016 12:32 PM

52 Lots of suspicious strangers in area 4/11/2016 12:14 PM

53 Homeless Camps 4/11/2016 12:08 PM

54 break-ins 4/11/2016 11:49 AM

55 People from the half-house coming into our neighborhood 4/11/2016 11:44 AM

56 Homeless camps along the Chester Creek Trail and subsequent opportunity crime in the near properties. 4/11/2016 11:41 AM

57 The increase in homeless numbers 4/11/2016 11:37 AM

58 Homless camps on Chester Creek spilling out to Rogers Park and other neighborhoods. Seems to be a rise in theft
and vandalism.

4/11/2016 11:37 AM

59 Breaking and entering 4/11/2016 11:36 AM

60 growing crime 4/11/2016 11:35 AM

61 Reports of theft from backyards and allies 4/11/2016 11:35 AM

62 Auto break in 4/11/2016 11:34 AM

63 Theft from vehichles and homes 4/11/2016 11:33 AM

64 Homeless camps and traffic in RP 4/11/2016 11:33 AM

65 Homeless in green belt/trash & crime 4/11/2016 11:29 AM
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66 Theft 4/11/2016 11:12 AM

67 Homeless people 4/11/2016 11:10 AM

68 theft from yards, cars 4/11/2016 11:09 AM

69 homeless 4/11/2016 10:57 AM

70 House & garage break ins 4/11/2016 10:56 AM

71 Safety along Chester Creek Trail 4/11/2016 10:55 AM

72 Property Crime 4/11/2016 10:49 AM

73 Safety 4/11/2016 10:46 AM

# #2 Date

1 Alcohol use by folks camping in greenbelt 4/21/2016 8:50 PM

2 Speed control in neighborhood 4/21/2016 5:23 PM

3 Questionable safety during evening hours in and around the parks 4/21/2016 8:33 AM

4 Theft 4/20/2016 1:51 PM

5 Illegal use of drugs and alcohol in park by homeless 4/20/2016 1:11 PM

6 Abondoned homeless camps 4/20/2016 1:01 PM

7 2178 Crataegus has had vagrants living in it and not been taken care of 4/18/2016 4:07 PM

8 Graffiti on 36th Ave. fences/electrical boxes 4/18/2016 10:21 AM

9 Vehicles parked on peoples lawns 4/17/2016 10:36 PM

10 Homeless camps along Chester Creek trail 4/15/2016 3:56 PM

11 Homeless camps within & on fringes of neighborhood 4/13/2016 9:09 PM

12 Drug deals related to above 4/13/2016 6:13 PM

13 homeless camps along the Seward Hwy. adj to Rog Prk 4/13/2016 3:34 PM

14 Homeless camps on alleyways 4/12/2016 8:04 PM

15 crime 4/12/2016 1:50 PM

16 vandalism 4/12/2016 1:46 PM

17 Speeding cars 4/12/2016 10:08 AM

18 Water backing up in street 4/12/2016 8:31 AM

19 Theft 4/12/2016 7:58 AM

20 Homeless camps 4/12/2016 7:25 AM

21 burglary 4/11/2016 10:10 PM

22 Homeless camps along Chester Creek trail 4/11/2016 10:08 PM

23 Crime/theft 4/11/2016 10:07 PM

24 Vagrants 4/11/2016 9:24 PM

25 Vagrants walking through the neighborhood 4/11/2016 8:54 PM

26 Use of alcohol/drugs by nearby homeless population and they impact our neighborhood 4/11/2016 8:50 PM

27 Heroin and other opiate use 4/11/2016 8:15 PM

28 Continued lack of sidewalk on north end of maplewood. 4/11/2016 6:09 PM

29 People using spice 4/11/2016 5:15 PM

30 Stealing 4/11/2016 4:22 PM

31 illegal camps the Chester Creek greenbelt below Rogers Park 4/11/2016 4:01 PM
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32 the east side of the Seward Hwy. between Ntn. Lts & Fireweed is littered with homeless trash. I picked up 5 huge
garbage bags and sadly there is still a lot left and will soon be just as littered as it was before.

4/11/2016 3:48 PM

33 vandalism to cars 4/11/2016 3:10 PM

34 Burglaries/Thefts 4/11/2016 2:56 PM

35 Home invasions. 4/11/2016 2:10 PM

36 Burgularies 4/11/2016 1:40 PM

37 Car break-ins 4/11/2016 1:29 PM

38 Poor visibility for right turn from Maple onto Northernlights 4/11/2016 1:19 PM

39 noise from church parking lot gatherings (maplewood) 4/11/2016 1:17 PM

40 random people cruising alleyways in rogers park 4/11/2016 1:16 PM

41 Burglary 4/11/2016 1:06 PM

42 cars speeding occassionally even on a dead end street 4/11/2016 1:04 PM

43 Vandalism 4/11/2016 12:53 PM

44 Non resident traffic 4/11/2016 12:44 PM

45 Break - Ins 4/11/2016 12:37 PM

46 sketchy individuals heading to 2626 Sprucewood 4/11/2016 12:32 PM

47 Vehicle Breakins 4/11/2016 12:08 PM

48 vandalism and theft to outdoor property 4/11/2016 11:49 AM

49 2178 Crataegus unit in Woodside East, squatters 4/11/2016 11:44 AM

50 Burying utilities 4/11/2016 11:41 AM

51 The homeless running in larger groups, 5 & up. 4/11/2016 11:37 AM

52 People blowing through the neighborhood & stop signs at high speeds 4/11/2016 11:37 AM

53 Theft 4/11/2016 11:36 AM

54 high speed motorists 4/11/2016 11:35 AM

55 Reports of vandalism to cars 4/11/2016 11:35 AM

56 Packages being stolen at door 4/11/2016 11:34 AM

57 Homeless people living behind the fence on N.L. 4/11/2016 11:33 AM

58 Trash 4/11/2016 11:33 AM

59 Increasing property theft 4/11/2016 11:29 AM

60 Vagrants 4/11/2016 11:12 AM

61 Deteriorating streets/sidewalks 4/11/2016 11:10 AM

62 vandalism 4/11/2016 11:09 AM

63 proximity of liquor stores fred meyers brown jug 4/11/2016 10:57 AM

64 Car break ins when parked on or off street 4/11/2016 10:56 AM

65 Petty theft/vandalism 4/11/2016 10:55 AM

66 Trespassers 4/11/2016 10:49 AM

67 Theft 4/11/2016 10:46 AM

# #3 Date

1 Drug use by folks camping in green belt 4/21/2016 8:50 PM

2 Lack of community patrol 4/21/2016 5:23 PM

3 Transient persons through neighborhood due to increase in camping in parks 4/21/2016 8:33 AM
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4 Cars speeding through 4/20/2016 1:51 PM

5 open fires in woods - in homeless camps 4/20/2016 1:11 PM

6 Drugs and alcohol in homeless camps 4/20/2016 1:01 PM

7 Rarely do the APD pass thru. 4/18/2016 4:07 PM

8 Housing with many, many, occupants 4/17/2016 10:36 PM

9 homeless camps along bike trail @greenbelt adj to RP 4/13/2016 3:34 PM

10 Theft 4/12/2016 8:04 PM

11 noise pollution - helicopters specificaly 4/12/2016 1:50 PM

12 homeless living in words 4/12/2016 1:46 PM

13 Loose dogs 4/12/2016 10:08 AM

14 Trashy yards 4/12/2016 7:58 AM

15 illegal drug sales happening in a known home along with other crimes 4/11/2016 10:10 PM

16 Vandalism to property 4/11/2016 10:07 PM

17 Illegal Drugs 4/11/2016 9:24 PM

18 I no longer feel safe on the Chester Creek bike trail 4/11/2016 8:54 PM

19 Homeless camps nearby 4/11/2016 8:50 PM

20 Homelessness 4/11/2016 8:15 PM

21 Threat of gci cell tower behind houses. 4/11/2016 6:09 PM

22 Fire in the woods as there is peat in the ground 4/11/2016 5:15 PM

23 Speeding & running stop signs in neighborhood 4/11/2016 4:22 PM

24 drive through commuters who speed and run stop signs 4/11/2016 4:01 PM

25 homeless camps along bike trail. 4/11/2016 3:48 PM

26 vagrants 4/11/2016 3:10 PM

27 Bikes being stolen out of people's garages. One got snatched from ours while we took our groceries in. 4/11/2016 2:10 PM

28 Noise at first christian church after 9:00 pm 4/11/2016 1:40 PM

29 Vagrants coming n going at 2178 Crataegus, vacant 4/11/2016 1:19 PM

30 Roadside trash & lack of cleanup 4/11/2016 1:17 PM

31 house theft / breaking and entering 4/11/2016 1:16 PM

32 Vandalism 4/11/2016 1:06 PM

33 Street maintenance 4/11/2016 12:53 PM

34 Evening/nightly pedrestian transients 4/11/2016 12:44 PM

35 Lack of police follow-up 4/11/2016 12:37 PM

36 Rampant bike theft 4/11/2016 12:08 PM

37 homeless camps seem more numerous/obvious 4/11/2016 11:49 AM

38 2233 Sorbus Way, lots of cars there coming and going at all hours of the day and night 4/11/2016 11:44 AM

39 Outdated utility poles 4/11/2016 11:41 AM

40 Homeless camps increasing 4/11/2016 11:37 AM

41 Vehicles parked on street that don't move. 4/11/2016 11:37 AM

42 Trespass 4/11/2016 11:36 AM

43 growing high volume of through neighborhood traffic 4/11/2016 11:35 AM

44 Home invasion 4/11/2016 11:34 AM
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45 Drug activity 4/11/2016 11:33 AM

46 Petty thievery 4/11/2016 11:33 AM

47 Trail safety 4/11/2016 11:29 AM

48 Attempted burglaries 4/11/2016 11:10 AM

49 erosion of R-1 status due to de facto duplexes 4/11/2016 11:09 AM

50 not GCI cell towers!!!! 4/11/2016 10:57 AM

51 Homeless living in nearby woods/ trash they leave behind. 4/11/2016 10:56 AM

52 Transients 4/11/2016 10:46 AM

# #4 Date

1 Increase in homeless foot traffic thru neighborhood 4/21/2016 8:50 PM

2 APD slow response times to neighborhood calls 4/21/2016 5:23 PM

3 Cars speeding to turn around at dead end street 4/20/2016 1:51 PM

4 homeless messed up on drugs and drunk people hanging out in park 4/20/2016 1:11 PM

5 Lack of enforcement to remove homeless camps 4/20/2016 1:01 PM

6 Drugs and drug activities 4/17/2016 10:36 PM

7 Unsafe 4/12/2016 8:04 PM

8 traffic 4/12/2016 1:50 PM

9 People leaving trash outside in summer to attract bears 4/12/2016 10:08 AM

10 Noise pollution 4/12/2016 7:58 AM

11 vandalism 4/11/2016 10:10 PM

12 Loud speeding road i.e. Seward hwy/ trucks hake brakes 4/11/2016 10:07 PM

13 Legalized pot 4/11/2016 9:24 PM

14 Bragaw/Elmore needs to go through 4/11/2016 8:54 PM

15 Lack of state funds for infrastructure 4/11/2016 8:15 PM

16 Camps in green belt woods - sanitation, chopping trees, some loitering at HillstrandPond 4/11/2016 6:09 PM

17 Stealing 4/11/2016 5:15 PM

18 Inadequate street lighting that leads to crime 4/11/2016 4:22 PM

19 Cars being broken into. 4/11/2016 2:10 PM

20 School vandalism 4/11/2016 1:40 PM

21 Street sweeping 4/11/2016 1:17 PM

22 Littering 4/11/2016 1:06 PM

23 Homeless camp 4/11/2016 12:53 PM

24 Lack of stop signs on Stanford or #5 4/11/2016 12:44 PM

25 Public Inebriates 4/11/2016 12:08 PM

26 uncontrolled barking dog noise 4/11/2016 11:49 AM

27 Speed of vehicles on Maplewood 4/11/2016 11:44 AM

28 need consistent sidewalks 4/11/2016 11:41 AM

29 Homeless building fires 4/11/2016 11:37 AM

30 Graffiti on fences etc. 4/11/2016 11:37 AM

31 Homeless people camping out in our neighborhood 4/11/2016 11:36 AM

32 growing transient population 4/11/2016 11:35 AM
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33 Homeless activity 4/11/2016 11:34 AM

34 Vandalism 4/11/2016 11:33 AM

35 Increasing car & foot traffic through neighborhood - clearly scoping houses and cars 4/11/2016 11:29 AM

36 speeding traffic 4/11/2016 11:09 AM

37 Street lights broken along bike path 4/11/2016 10:56 AM

38 Barking dogs 4/11/2016 10:46 AM

# #5 Date

1 Vandalism of property in the area 4/21/2016 8:50 PM

2 Lack of follow up on reported ongoing crimes 4/21/2016 5:23 PM

3 Trash everywhere, including drug and alcohol materials 4/20/2016 1:11 PM

4 Lack of involvement from Mayor's office in removal of homeless camps 4/20/2016 1:01 PM

5 homeless camps 4/12/2016 1:50 PM

6 Homeless people wandering around 4/12/2016 10:08 AM

7 Speeding vehicles 4/12/2016 7:58 AM

8 Lack of police protection/patrols 4/11/2016 10:10 PM

9 Common pass through for commuters to avoid traffic & lights 4/11/2016 10:07 PM

10 Too much traffic in the UMed area 4/11/2016 8:54 PM

11 Real estate market being depressed 4/11/2016 8:15 PM

12 Fireworks 4/11/2016 5:15 PM

13 Businesses parking their vehicles on neighborhood streets 4/11/2016 4:22 PM

14 Homeless folks passed out on the bridge to the elementary school. The kids should feel safe. 4/11/2016 2:10 PM

15 People using the neighborhood as a toilet 4/11/2016 1:06 PM

16 Lack of speed bumps or other D-file devices 4/11/2016 12:44 PM

17 All these problems relate to problem one. 4/11/2016 12:08 PM

18 motorbikes on trail system 4/11/2016 11:49 AM

19 People with too many dogs, some agressive 4/11/2016 11:44 AM

20 better street lighting 4/11/2016 11:41 AM

21 Litter. 4/11/2016 11:37 AM

22 Inebriates passing through neighborhood 4/11/2016 11:36 AM

23 property damage 4/11/2016 11:35 AM

24 Vandalism 4/11/2016 11:34 AM

25 Not feeling safe walking around the neighborhood 4/11/2016 11:33 AM

26 Homeless/vagrants in overpass that leads to school- passed out, peeing, drinking 4/11/2016 11:29 AM

27 street, alley maintanence 4/11/2016 11:09 AM

28 Unwanted graffiti 4/11/2016 10:56 AM

29 Curb appeal 4/11/2016 10:46 AM
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30.26% 23

27.63% 21

42.11% 32

Q5 I feel safe going to the city parks close
to my neighborhood

Answered: 76 Skipped: 2

Total 76

# If you do not feel safe going to parks, explain why and identify which parks you feel unsafe in. Date

1 Chester Creek Greenbelt 4/29/2016 7:38 AM

2 Chester Creek Greenbelt Park- the number of homeless camps, alcohol bottles, campfires etc. 4/21/2016 8:50 PM

3 Homeless and drug addicts in parks and local areas 4/21/2016 5:23 PM

4 See #4 4/21/2016 8:33 AM

5 Parks and the Chester Creek trail system in this area have become overrun with homeless people. 4/20/2016 1:51 PM

6 During the day there are drunk people trashing the woods, at night they move down the bike path to their camps. 4/20/2016 1:11 PM

7 There is trash and party trash (drug and alcohol materials) all over the woods that I used to be able to walk in. NO it is
NOT safe.

4/20/2016 1:01 PM

8 Daytime okay, but would not walk the trail in the evening. 4/18/2016 4:07 PM

9 Generally feel very safe. Chester Ck trail. If it's late I avoid going alone. 4/13/2016 9:09 PM

10 People that "don't belong" in the neighborhood hanging out at the entries or close by. 4/13/2016 6:13 PM

11 homeless camps with too many people just hanging around--parks along bike trail adj. to RP 4/13/2016 3:34 PM

12 Homeless camps in greenbelt and drug dealing at neighbor's house causing a steady stream of people coming
through

4/12/2016 8:04 PM

13 Goose lake and chester creek bike path, homeless anddrug use 4/12/2016 1:50 PM

14 tikishla park, playground on north side of chester creek. 4/12/2016 1:46 PM

15 Bicycle paths along Northern Lights 4/12/2016 7:58 AM

Yes

No

Depends on the
time of day
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Answer Choices Responses

Yes

No

Depends on the time of day
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16 Homeless camps are along Chester Creek 4/12/2016 7:25 AM

17 Depends on which park as well as time of day. Chester Creek bike trail during daylight is fine alone, but probably
would not go in the evening alone.

4/11/2016 10:32 PM

18 I don't feel safe in most places in Anchorage anymore. 4/11/2016 10:10 PM

19 I feel uncomfortable on the Chester Creek pathway in the evening and early morning. There are a lot of homeless
camps visible from the trail between A Street and Gambell.

4/11/2016 10:08 PM

20 Intoxicated people in parks sleeping etc.. 4/11/2016 10:07 PM

21 Chester Creek trail area has homeless tent campers 4/11/2016 8:54 PM

22 I only visit Carlson and David Green parks and I feel safe. 4/11/2016 4:22 PM

23 There are more than 20 illegal camps in the Chester Creek Greenbelt below Rogers Park. Last week, I was charged
by a pitfall owned by one of the campers. The level of garbage human waste is huge and growing. The City appears to
do nothing about the problem. Our neighbor is threatened by spreading wildfire from the camps (2 major fires in the
last year).

4/11/2016 4:01 PM

24 I feel safe enough, however, see Question 4. 4/11/2016 3:48 PM

25 With the Homeless camps down by Chester Creek we no longer walk unless we are in a group. Also, intoxicated
homeless spend time in the Bridge that crosses Northernlights to access Rogers Park Elementary when it is raining.

4/11/2016 2:56 PM

26 Homeless drinking and camping in the parks. 4/11/2016 2:10 PM

27 I do not use the parks often 4/11/2016 1:42 PM

28 I ride my bike along Chester Creek trail and i am uneasy between A street - Lake Otis. There are many signs of
homeless camps. I always try to bike really fast along this stretch of trail.

4/11/2016 1:17 PM

29 I am uncomfortable taking my grandchildren off trail in the Chester Creek green belt due to homeless camps. 4/11/2016 1:06 PM

30 I really do not have to explain. I do not go to parks because they are not safe. 4/11/2016 12:37 PM

31 Tons of homeless people living in the woods on the way to the chester creek trail 4/11/2016 12:32 PM

32 There are many chronic inebriates who live and hang out next to my neighborhood. They are often drunk on drugs and
they are very aggressive no matter what time of day.

4/11/2016 12:08 PM

33 I am somewhat uneasy in the green space between Chester Creek trail and E. Northern Lights west of the Goose Lake
pedestrian bridge- homeless camps

4/11/2016 11:49 AM

34 drunks 4/11/2016 11:44 AM

35 Poor lighting on sections of the Chester Creek trail make me travel on the roads at night. 4/11/2016 11:41 AM

36 Number of homeless on the trails 4/11/2016 11:37 AM

37 Homeless people camping everywhere and being drunk and yelling at bikers/walkers/runners. My wife won't use the
trails by herself anymore. She doesn't feel safe.

4/11/2016 11:37 AM

38 Chester creek trail system just down the road. Never seen any police patrol the trail system. Number of negative
activities occur in this area.

4/11/2016 11:34 AM

39 Crossing the foot bridge to Rogers Park Elementary can be uncomfortable as people loiter there and drink. 4/11/2016 11:33 AM

40 I will not go on the bike trail alone or only with my child, but only feel safe when another adult along, due to all the
homeless camps along the way.

4/11/2016 11:12 AM

41 Chester Creek Trail 4/11/2016 11:10 AM

42 david green 4/11/2016 10:57 AM

43 I do not feel safe walking to and from and on the bike paths from my Rogers Park home due to the homeless people
living in the nearby woods.

4/11/2016 10:56 AM

44 The parks generally feel safe, but in light of the three assaults along Chester Creek Trail last year, I have taken to
carrying pepper spray when using the trails.

4/11/2016 10:55 AM
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32.47% 25

33.77% 26

33.77% 26

Q6 There is very little my neighbors and I
can do to change things.

Answered: 77 Skipped: 1

Total 77

# If yes, please explain why? Date

1 We have already tried but APD lacks resources 4/21/2016 5:23 PM

2 APD can only come out so many times, usually in spring and fall. Once they come out, they request cleanup of the
area. It looked good this winter, until early April.

4/20/2016 1:11 PM

3 APD should have an on line form to report homeless camps and illegal activities in these camps. 4/20/2016 1:01 PM

4 New mayor's emphasis on rebuilding APD ranks, plus services got homeless, encourage me. 4/13/2016 9:09 PM

5 The city and police don't seem to care 4/12/2016 7:58 AM

6 There is a lot more awareness with the Nextdoor website, but thefts and suspicious activities continue to occur. Our
limited police force can't keep up with our "small" crimes and try to solve them even with photo and video surveillance.

4/11/2016 10:10 PM

7 Police are slow to respond unless guns are stolen or a life is in danger. I guess we could fence ourselves in. 4/11/2016 8:54 PM

8 Active neighbors can and do make a difference. 4/11/2016 8:15 PM

9 Need more police presence. 4/11/2016 4:22 PM

10 The neighborhood can try to make belongings less available (i.e. locked up). The APD does not have the time to deal
with constant minor thefts. It is hard for residents of Rogers Park to detain even people caught in the middle of thefts
without resorting to some sort of vigilante approach.

4/11/2016 4:01 PM

11 The costs required to house/feed/care for homeless Alaskans would be tremendous, but I would gladly use PFD
earnings if it could solve the problem. I am interested in knowing what other cities with this problem do. It's an issue
that is not going away--in fact it seems to be getting worse--and we need to find a solution.

4/11/2016 3:48 PM

12 APD asks us not to interfere with intoxicated homeless people moving through the neighborhood or interfere with their
camps. All we can do is call it in and let the cycle continue.

4/11/2016 2:56 PM

Yes

No

I don't know
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13 What you read in the paper, the justice system does not want to deal with the petty crime. Put them in jail and throw
away the key.

4/11/2016 2:00 PM

14 I don't agree with the statement. I think by watching out for each other and being aware we can increase the safety of
our neighborhood and change things for the positive

4/11/2016 1:42 PM

15 Live across the street from an officer and still theft is increasing. 4/11/2016 12:53 PM

16 Response is lousy. Complaints to Assembly Members amounts to keep filling out the reports. It is amazing the
response, that my report is accepted...like the event did not happen?

4/11/2016 12:37 PM

17 We often call police and are rerouted to ASP when there are emergent problems on the trail. Drunk/HIgh aggressive
people should be dealt with by police not by ASP.

4/11/2016 12:08 PM

18 I think Nextdoor has raised level of awareness about potential crime, when a neighbor makes a post about suspicious
persons or activity.

4/11/2016 11:49 AM

19 Need to shut down that half-way house in a neighborhood!! 4/11/2016 11:44 AM

20 Can't get rid of homeless camps 4/11/2016 11:37 AM

21 Thin k our only option is to get back to Neighborhood Watch programs and 4/11/2016 11:35 AM

22 I have already out up personal cameras facing outside but this does not seem to help APD much. I have been apart of
or filed multiple reported events in the last year.

4/11/2016 11:34 AM

23 The police state you have to catch the individuals in the act and that's very difficult. I reported multiple times about the
homeless activity behind the N.L. fence and nothing was done. They kept bringing in more and more supplies and it's
a foot bridge that children use daily to commute back and forth to school.

4/11/2016 11:33 AM

24 Be vigilant, talk to our neighbors, not jump to negative conclusions. 4/11/2016 11:33 AM

25 We have tried to work with the Muni to address these issues and be proactive but are constantly told that the rules
don't allow for camps to get cleaned up, or APD is too short staffed to deal with crimes of this nature. It's frustrating to
see our green spaces get trashed, trails become less safe and property crimes increase and have no police/other muni
agencies willing to work with us.

4/11/2016 11:29 AM

26 I have called APD to alert of the homeless shelters and they leave then return again and again. 4/11/2016 10:56 AM

27 Our informal neighborhood watch is about all we have to address the safety and security. 4/11/2016 10:55 AM
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47.69% 31

52.31% 34

Q7 Is there a specific address that the
police should know about in your

neighborhood?
Answered: 65 Skipped: 13

Total 65

# If yes, please share the address(es) and describe the problems that you have observed. Date

1 2626 Sprucewood 4/21/2016 5:23 PM

2 Juneau street trailhead to the park/soccer field. 4/21/2016 8:33 AM

3 Right on fireweed lane, left on Juneau street to the park. The party homeless are on the left, in the woods by the
Seward Highway drinking and using drugs. The homeless to the woods on the right, next to the bike path, have open
fires every morning and have tents bigger than my house.

4/20/2016 1:11 PM

4 2400 JUNEAU Street, in the woods to the left and the right of the bike trail 4/20/2016 1:01 PM

5 As above! 4/18/2016 4:07 PM

6 The area of 1623, 1633, 1703 Northwestern. High density housing which appears to have drug activities. 4/17/2016 10:36 PM

7 27th & Sprucewood - I'm sure you're already aware. Lots of complaints from neighbors about piles of garbage in the
yard, sketchy people, they wander the neighborhood and seem to be casing homes & vehicles, asking for money &
cigarettes.

4/15/2016 3:56 PM

8 All last summer, campers in a backyard on alley by Sprucewood. Trashy & some prowlers at odd hours. 4/13/2016 9:09 PM

9 2626 Sprucewood. I'm sure APD has it on the frequent flier location. Altho activity has slowed down since beginning
ofyear.

4/13/2016 6:13 PM

10 2626 Sprucewood 4/12/2016 8:04 PM

11 2626 Sprucewoo - suspicious activity, lots of car traffic at odd hours, and staying only a short period of time. 4/12/2016 1:50 PM

12 2626 Sprucewood - yard looks trashed, tents on property, lots of traffic to and from, often people looking around yards,
etc who go to that house, ie. a disheviled young woman with a shopping cart.

4/12/2016 1:46 PM

13 Not sure of the exact address but others have mentioned 2626 Cottonwood St. Observed coming and goings and
"extra" bicycles that then disappear.

4/12/2016 1:22 PM

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Yes

No
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14 2626 Redwood--goings & comings in alley at all hours of the night. 2612 Galewood--continual barking dog throughout
the day when owner is gone & leaves it outside. Complaints to animal control have proved fruitless

4/12/2016 7:58 AM

15 2626 Sprucewood - backyard is a mess and seems to get suspicious things like various bikes in the yard. Extra traffic
at home makes it seem like drug sales may be happening there.

4/11/2016 10:10 PM

16 The cut through from fireweed to Northern lights 4/11/2016 10:07 PM

17 2178 Crataegus 4/11/2016 8:54 PM

18 There were a lot of problems at Sprucewood and 27th Avenue (chain link fence on house, west side of Sprucewood). It
seems a bit better, but now there seems to be a young man living there, different from the troublemaker from last
summer and fall.

4/11/2016 8:15 PM

19 In my tours of homeless camps in the greenbelt, I have discovered squatters living in an outbuilding from a home
along Bannister Drive. I could guide APD to this location if you want to phone Jim at 441-8027

4/11/2016 4:01 PM

20 That house on Sprucewood where the Yonkoskis live. You know which one I am taking about. 4/11/2016 2:10 PM

21 2178 Crataegus ave, vagrants occasionally in n out of vacant home 4/11/2016 1:19 PM

22 #4 above comes from retired status for the past 8 months, and daily walk-abouts throughout the neighborhood. 4/11/2016 12:44 PM

23 Read your reports. This is what our Assembly Members tell us that you are supposedly looking at. 4/11/2016 12:37 PM

24 2626 Sprucewood seems to draw a lot of rough looking individuals into the neighborhood, potential drug sales in the
house

4/11/2016 12:32 PM

25 The end of Juneau street trail access is constantly plagued by aggressive homeless. 4/11/2016 12:08 PM

26 2233 Sorbus Way, lots of cars there coming and going at all hours of the day and night 2178 Crataegus unit in
Woodside East, squatters

4/11/2016 11:44 AM

27 2178 Cartaegus 4/11/2016 11:37 AM

28 House on the corner of 27 and Cottonwood I believe. Backs up to an alley. Junk in the yard, people camping out in
the back, wandering in the neighborhood looking disoriented.

4/11/2016 11:35 AM

29 We've had auto break ins. We just had a man fake washing windows of residences to see if people are home. I have
this person on camera.

4/11/2016 11:34 AM

30 2626 Spruce Wood Street. Last summer a young woman and man squatted in the backyard near the alley in a trailer.
They collected junk and there were alleged drug activity coming from the alley.

4/11/2016 11:33 AM

31 2178 Crataegus Avenue 4/11/2016 11:10 AM

32 Yes, but I do not know the address. It's been reported through our neighborhood watch. 4/11/2016 10:56 AM
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Q8 Is there anything else you would like
APD to know about your neighborhood?

Answered: 45 Skipped: 33

# Responses Date

1 Late night walk throughs are somewhat routine, checking car doors for unlocked cars. Have had a number of small
items taken. Have had people walk through front into back yard on occasion using gravel path

4/29/2016 7:38 AM

2 We have a neighborhood that is in transition with many senior citizens who are vunerable. I am concerned about their
welfare with the increase of foot traffic through the neighborhood.

4/21/2016 8:50 PM

3 Good people but one house has been a source of drugs crime violence and fear 4/21/2016 5:23 PM

4 Thanks for coming out when you can, but this is just getting way out of hand and it's not safe. 4/20/2016 1:11 PM

5 Please add an option to your web site to report illegal activities in neighborhood parks. I appreciate APD coming out,
but I know you a lot on your plate protecting public safety.

4/20/2016 1:01 PM

6 No 4/18/2016 4:07 PM

7 People drive too fast through the neighborhood 4/17/2016 10:36 PM

8 There is an older gentleman who 'collects' things at 2721 Karluk. We recovered our missing flag & pole from his porch
last year, in a heap of hoarded items.

4/15/2016 3:56 PM

9 Great neighborhood but needs you to visit & it'll be great when I hear APD has resources to follow up on more of
these property crimes.

4/13/2016 9:09 PM

10 Rogers Park is a wonderful neighborhood. If all of us (neighbors) are aware of what goes(crime wise) on we can make
it better.

4/13/2016 6:13 PM

11 I appreciate it when you drive through Rogers Park. Thank you. 4/13/2016 3:34 PM

12 On april 4th I found three spent shell casings on bike path access off of Maplewood. 4/12/2016 1:50 PM

13 I know pot is legal now but there have been three times that upon opening my front door to let the dogs in, I have
smelled a very, very strong odor of pot. At first I thought someone was on the side of my house smoking it. But no one
was there and it pervaded the air for about an hour. I've noticed it once more but the smell did not last long. Others in
the neighborhood mentioned smelling something "awful".

4/12/2016 1:22 PM

14 As a mother of two young children, I worry a lot about cars speeding through the neighborhood and not obeying speed
bumps and stop signs. I've witnessed some close calls and I know other parents here who feel the same way. We
need drivers in College Village to slow down - especially in the summer with more kids outside. Thank you for the
survey, APD, I appreciate it!

4/12/2016 10:08 AM

15 Speeding cars down E 27th. There seems to be more homeless people wandering around 4/12/2016 7:58 AM

16 It's a beautiful family neighborhood which should be safe for all to enjoy 4/12/2016 7:25 AM

17 In the past APD has been able to respond quickly to house alarms and 911 phone calls. I'm concerned that with a
smaller police force, that police may not be able to respond to calls as efficiently as they were able to in the past.

4/11/2016 10:10 PM

18 Homeless people passed out being concerned for their well being throughout neighborhood & on street corners 4/11/2016 10:07 PM

19 Drive through it once in awhile to show some presence. 4/11/2016 8:54 PM

20 I wish there were more patrols. I know the municipality needs more police. 4/11/2016 8:15 PM

21 No issues; I feel safe in my neighborhood. We know everyone on our block and many around the neighborhood. Most
everyone is friendly, and we watch out for everyone.

4/11/2016 5:27 PM

22 We are a caring, watchful, and talking neighborhood. When there is a situation developing, the police fail to respond
or downgrade the situation as unimportant; e.g.; two men were going down the neighborhood streets at 3:30 AM,
looking into cars and checking door handles. The dispatcher brushed it off saying - are you sure they aren't jogging.

4/11/2016 4:22 PM

23 It is a nice neighborhood that is under siege daily by transient individuals stealing things (both day and night) and
occasionally challenging residents at their doors.

4/11/2016 4:01 PM

24 We appreciate APD! Thank you for your help. 4/11/2016 3:10 PM
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25 We need speed bumps. People haul butt through here at rush hour to try and avoid the new seward and Northern
lights intersection. They use the neighborhood as a short cut and I think the speed bumps would make it a less
appealing short cut.

4/11/2016 2:10 PM

26 Just wonder through the neighborhood. Have a presence in the area. Day or night. 4/11/2016 2:00 PM

27 I believe we have a significant problem with homeless on the edges of the neighborhood and wandering through it. I
believe this is a result of the broader issue of homelessness in Anchorage.

4/11/2016 1:42 PM

28 Great place to live, welcome to move here with your cruiser ?? 4/11/2016 1:19 PM

29 I love living in Rogers Park. I like walking in the neighborhood and would like to continue to feel safe. 4/11/2016 1:17 PM

30 1) last summer i caught a young black male in my pickup truck and called 911. you guys showed up maybe 20
minutes later after i chased him away. if you would have come right away he would have been caught in the act.
2)lately have seen a number of the homeless people walking through college village. they are probably walking to/from
the brown jug over by kinkos when freds won't sell any more to them. 3) PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE CLEAN UP MID-
TOWN AND GET THE INEBRIATES OFF THE STREETS.

4/11/2016 1:16 PM

31 Neighborhood has a good mix of backgrounds, professionals, students, stay at homes, and retirees; expect most
would react positively to a subtle reminder to minimize "opportunity situations" due to the transients (pedestrian &
vehicular).

4/11/2016 12:44 PM

32 Juneau st trail access to the chester creek trail is a center. 4/11/2016 12:08 PM

33 On a couple of occasions I have had to call APD and the response time was very long wait. 4/11/2016 11:44 AM

34 Yes, we care about our neighbourhood and our city. 4/11/2016 11:37 AM

35 Petty theft has become a big problem. I have had my car and house broken into. Drinking in the parking lot of Rogers
Park School is problem. There are a large number of empty bottles in the area adjacent to the parking lot - someone
recently picked them up but they're collecting there again. Most recently an intoxicated person followed me home
when I was out walking my dog and refused to leave. I had to call APD to come get him. While our neighborhood has
so far been spared from the increasing violence in Anchorage I feel that it is just a matter of time.

4/11/2016 11:36 AM

36 have police living in the neighborhood, but would like to see more a police presence as well as responsiveness to
issues

4/11/2016 11:35 AM

37 Quiet and peaceful with nice neighbors, other than the one address. 4/11/2016 11:35 AM

38 If there is something else we can do as residents please let us know. We assume the APD is understaffed. Also a
specific home to watch is 2178 Cratageus.

4/11/2016 11:34 AM

39 Rogers Park is a great neighborhood. Full of families with kids and lots of activity. I was very dismayed at what
occurred last summer with the trailer at 2626 Spruce wood Street and the homeless people living behind the fence on
N.L. I understand that these are very challenging issues but the response I received from APD was very discouraging
about anything they could do to assist.

4/11/2016 11:33 AM

40 We are capable of doing what's best for our neighborhood. 4/11/2016 11:33 AM

41 We really want to deal with the homeless issue in the green belt. Housing first is great, but we want to also work on
the immediate needs that are encroaching on our neighborhood and making people feel less safe when using the trail.
I also feel for the vulnerable people who may be taken advantage of while incapacitated. And, the damage done to the
green belt and wild spaces is irreversible. We can and should do better as a community.

4/11/2016 11:29 AM

42 Slow response time discourages calls to APD. Also, non emergency number requires listening to long menu before
reporting ongoing crimes. Reporting crime should be #1.

4/11/2016 11:09 AM

43 There recently has been an odd situation with a white sudan car with a loud muffler that keeps circling 26th street. It's
like he (male) driver is going back and forth from somewhere in the neighborhood.

4/11/2016 10:56 AM

44 With the greater access to information and communication that technology provides, I think that there is greater
awareness of illicit activities in and near Rogers Park; I do not necessarily believe that this increased awareness
correlates with an increase in activity.

4/11/2016 10:55 AM

45 We benefit from not having public rights of way (alleys) that would make our homes more accessible to strangers. 4/11/2016 10:49 AM
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